ABSTRACT Wide-baseline image registration under out-of-plane rotation and larger viewpoint change is still challenging. Most of the commonly used matching algorithms are not invariant to affine transformation. They heavily rely on the local features of image patches and ignore global information, the mismatch is inevitable and greatly affect the accuracy of image registration. To address this issue, we propose a feature point matching pair filter based on global spatial position correspondences of feature points, coined Descriptor Net Filter (DNF). We put forward two criteria to evaluate matching quality. One is the local matching quality computed by independent local feature, the other is the global matching quality relying on geometric network constraint. Combining the advantages of both local feature and large-scale geometric constraint, our method removes mismatches effectively. The experiments on both planar scenes and 3D objects from several standard datasets show that the DNF significantly enhances the matching precision and retains more correct matches as well.
the scene, as well as stronger affine invariance. Nevertheless, the line detectors are easily affected by noise, leading to degradation of the extracted line. That is why they are rarely applied to image registration. To improve the invariance and repeatability, the line descriptors [10] , [11] are constructed by keypoint correspondences, which are based on well-developed point feature. A series of methods fusing point and line features are used in VSLAM [12] , [13] , which can increase features number and reduce uncertainty of visual odometry. Furthermore, plane features or network can be obtained by combining multiple line features, which merge different feature information into one plane feature. The descriptors are built to have a larger range of feature region, so as to preserve more geometric structure and texture in the case of image transformation. Their unique image features are established by combining the node properties of keypoints and the location correspondences between keypoints. The works in this area are net descriptor [14] , [15] and local graph [16] , [17] .
Most of the commonly used matching algorithms are not invariant to affine transformation. To address the reliability issue of wide-baseline feature matching, we propose a feature point matching pair filter for image registration, termed DNF (Descriptor Net Filter). Inspired by broadening feature region with increasing robustness, we exploit the spatial information of keypoints and build up the topological constraint to filter the correct matches. Descriptor-Nets (D-Nets) [27] is a method for image matching. and exhibits strong affine invariance. The network in D-Nets is constructed by interconnected traditional keypoints, which generates graphs representing large range of feature region. The process of D-Nets includes steps of: keypoints detection, d-tokens (descriptor tokens) construction, hash and vote for matching, ranking matches. It shows a large advantage in terms of precision and recall, but computes with a marked increase of time. The time complexity of D-Nets is O(n 2 ), where n is the number of keypoints. This drawback limits its application. Herein, we only adopt the approach of establishing feature connections from d-tokens and extend it to identify the correct matches. Our method (DNF) reduces the size of connected keypoints by matching set filter and employs different matches selection strategy, which allows correct matches to be robustly distinguished from mismatches with low computational cost. First, using the local matching quality criterion and the geometric constraint based on d-tokens, the reference matches are selected from the initial matching set. Second, we construct topological relationship between the reference matches and the candidate matches, and then use the global matching quality criterion to remove mismatches. Our main contributions are:
• Two criteria are developed for evaluating matching quality. One is the local matching quality computed by independent local feature, the other is the global matching quality relying on global information of image. It provides a technique to measure feature matching quality.
• A method is proposed for mismatch removal. We develop a selection mechanism integrating local matching quality and global matching quality, which assesses the possibility of correct matches within the whole feature space.
• Performance evaluation of DNF. Through the experiment on planar scene and 3D object dataset, it is proved that our proposed method enables SIFT and ASIFT (Affine-SIFT) to enhance the affine invariance and preserves more correct matches than ratio-test [5] , LRC (Left-Right Consistency) [28] and RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) [29] .
II. RELATED WORK
Common feature matching can be divided into patch-based method and graph-based method. The former method is to compare difference of the pixel-level region around the feature point, which is easy and efficient to implement, as well as can quickly obtain the matching result between two images. The key processes are feature point detection and patch descriptor construction. SIFT [5] has been considered as a quite effective technique due to its various invariances to scale, rotation and translation [32] . It extracts the patch content as histogram and encodes the information in a vector of floats. On the basis of SIFT, Bay et al. [19] develop a computationallyefficient algorithm called SURF (Speed-Up Robust Features), which detects features by means of integral image and Hessian matrix. Binary features like BRIEF [20] , ORB [6] , BRISK [21] have obvious advantage on speed, which can meet real-time demand to a certain extent.
Graph-based matching is a method that computes the similarity of each node and each connection between nodes in the image. The general processes include graph modeling and computation of similarity function. As compared to patch-based method, it can characterize global information through the connections between nodes, and the invariance of graph to geometric deformations allows the construction of robust representations. We can observe promising results applying graph-based matching to deformable object recognition [22] , wide-baseline stereo [23] , motion tracking [24] , but this method is considerably complicated when finding the optimal solution for NP-hard problem [36] , [37] . This drawback makes it difficult to achieve high efficiency in practical application. Belongie et al. [25] provide a method for evaluating shape similarity in images, which can confirm the spatial distribution of neighboring points by the shape context of the point. Different shapes represent diverse arrangements of points, so that it is simple to distinguish different point groups. Bai and Latecki [26] match graph by the distance along the path of skeleton endpoints. The approach can judge the correlation of images under contour deformation. To achieve invariance to various types of transformations, Li et al. [16] apply linear programming to graph matching problem, and introduce affine-invariant geometric constraint. Pei et al. [18] generate the graph by extracting the structural information of text block for better text tracking performance. Hundelshausen and Sukthankar [27] proposed D-Nets based on the greyscale distribution of connection between feature points. In this approach, image matching is built up by matching connections (rather than nodes) across images. Two connections are defined to be a correct match, if and only if their start and end nodes correspond to the same physical points in the two images.
After feature matching, the obtained nearest-neighbor matching set contains a large number of false matches, so all candidate matches must be verified for reducing the proportion of false matches. Lowe [5] utilized ratio-test to identify the validity of candidate matches by the ratio of the nearest neighbor match to the second nearest neighbor match. LRC (Left-Right Consistency) [28] is also a widely used approach to detect false matches. It is assumed that any features in the reference image have a unique correspondence in the target image. In this paper, we design a mismatch rejection algorithm achieving a balance between precision and recall, in combination with the advantages of patch-based method and graph-based method. The proposed algorithm accomplishes further filtering for the matching set, and reinforces the robustness to a wide range of baselines. 
III. METHOD
In this section, we describe how the DNF algorithm filters the candidate matches and improves the affine invariance of the matching results.
Considering that the time consumed by patch-based feature matching is linear with the number of feature points and the time complexity of D-Nets is related to the square of that, we combine two approaches for selecting matches to strike a balance between accuracy and speed.
For the DNF algorithm, we evaluate the validity of matches with both the local and the global matching quality criteria. First the reference matches are picked out based on local matching quality, and then those matches are selected as basic elements for calculating global matching quality. With the benefit of both local features and global information, we can distinguish correct matches from the initial matching set. The process of DNF is shown in Fig. 1 .
A. D-TOKEN
The calculation of d-token is an important step in our proposed approach. D-token is defined as a discrete descriptor in D-Nets [27] , which is generated by the pixel intensities sampled from a line. Two keypoints are connected by the directed line segment.
Two keypoints P t , P d are taken as the start node and the end node, and their connection length is expressed as l = P t − P d 2 . Since the multi-scale representation of image is created by image pyramid, the above length must be multiplied by a scale factor f i at pyramid level i, namely l = l * f i . The line descriptor can be produced by the following steps:
At a certain level of the pyramid, we select s keypoints (P 1 , P 2 , · · · , P s ) equally distributed over the line segment between P t + 0.1 * (P d − P t ) and P t + 0.8 * (P d − P t ), such that
When finding the maximum I max and minimum I min of pixel intensities in the line, we divide the range of intensity [I min , I max ] into 2 b parts. The pixel intensity of each sampling keypoint is normalized according to the range [I min , I max ], and then consist of a s × b bit binary vector which is taken as the representation of a line descriptor (d-token). Fig. 2 illustrates the construction process of the d-token (assuming that the number of sample point is five). It represents the pixel intensity distribution of connections between feature points.
B. CALCULATING LOCAL MATCHING QUALITY
In the matching algorithms based on local invariant features, k-NN is usually used to compute the matching result to obtain the matching set including the nearest neighbor and the second nearest neighbor. The k-NN (k-nearest neighbors algorithm) is a non-parametric method for classification. It calculates the distances between the query instance and all the training examples, and classifies the training examples into k closest class. If k = 2, the feature point set is assigned to the class of minimum distance and the class of second minimum distance. The evaluation of matching quality with just single constraint is sensitive to error, so the standard score is introduced in the proposed method. The local matching quality consist of both neighbor ratio [5] and matching distance. Matching distance and neighbor ratio are common measures to identify the correct matches. Matching distance represents the difference of the feature vectors computed from feature points. Neighbor ratio is the ratio of distance from the closest neighbor to the distance of the second closest. The smaller the matching distance or neighbor ratio, the higher the probability of correctly matching. After normalization, the local matching quality integrates both of them to produce a more robust and accurate evaluation criterion. As a normalization method, the standard score [30] is an abstract value that describes the deviation between a certain value and the mean value in the data set. It can be derived from the mean and standard deviation of the raw score, and have a great application in quality evaluation, because it alleviates the one-sidedness of single evaluation index. As for matching score x D and neighbor ratio x R , their standard scores are given by:
where D , R are constants that avoids negative values for the standard score and they are generally 40 − 60, k D and k R are scale factors whose reasonable ranges are 10 − 20, µ D and σ D are the mean and the standard deviation of matching distance. Similarly, the mean and the standard deviation of neighbor ratio are µ R and σ R . Since the matching distance and the neighbor ratio have different effects on the local matching quality, different weights are assigned to Z D , Z R . The local matching quality Q L is computed by:
where α D , α R are weight coefficients. Generally α D is slightly larger than α R .
Illustrated by the case of img1 and img2 in the graffiti group, 6000 matches can be obtained using SIFT for preliminary feature matching. Fig. 3 shows the variation of matches quantity frequency distribution under different metrics (including matching distance, neighbor ratio and the local matching quality). Using standard score for data fusion, two evaluation criteria are combined into one criterion.
C. SELECTION OF REFERENCE MATCHES
The proposed approach utilizes quick sort to rearrange the nearest-neighbor matching set based on the local matching quality and provides a matching sequence from high to low. In order to obtain higher quality matches, the first N matches in the matching sequence can be selected as candidate reference, and then we remove false matches by comparing the difference in the d-tokens of pairwise features. The remain matches are considered as reliable reference. Discrete d-tokens describe the pixel intensity distribution of connections between feature points. Consequently, the difference of binary vectors obtained from d-tokens can be used to evaluate the similarity of feature points and remove mismatches. A d-token descriptor with multiple invariance properties is defined as above, which represents the connection between two nodes. In the candidate reference S = {(e 1 , f 1 ), (e 2 , f 2 ), · · · , (e n , f n )}, we get two sets of feature point E = {e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e n }, F = {f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f n } matching each other. In the sets, e i and f i are denoted as two point consisting of a match S i . Their likelihood can be expressed by the difference between binary form of the d-tokens
where token(e i , e j ).
[l] represents the normalized value of the intensity corresponding to the lth sampling point between feature point e i and e j .
The step to compute the matching quality Q(S k ) is given as
Here, sim(S i , S j ) is a binary value depending on the distance threshold
To reduce the complexity of the computational procedure, with N range of 100 − 200, the elapsed time for calculating the matching quality can be limited to lower level, which do not lead to obvious negative influence on final selection of matches. The similarity threshold ε ensures that the selected matches is robust enough.
D. CALCULATING GLOBAL MATCHING QUALITY
Selected from the matching set, reference matches can be used to calculate the global matching quality, and provide data support for picking out target matches which contribute to the high recall rate and precision. Further, the global matching quality of other initial matches are calculated by connecting feature points of initial matches with reference features.
As shown in (5), we firstly adopt a similarity metric dist(S i , S j ). Consider a more accurate similarity criterion, the multi-threshold technique is introduced as:
where ε H , ε L are the high and low threshold of similarity. For a match S k , its original value of global matching quality is given by:
In addition, using the total number of reference matches, we generate the normalized value:
where Q G represents the compatibility of the specified match with the reference matches, and the closer the value is to 1, the more likely the match is to be correct. Fig. 4 plots frequency distribution curve of matches in VGG dataset (provided by Visual Geometry Group, University of Oxford) [38] . There is obvious boundary between two kinds of matches and small overlap between them. The matches are divided into correct matches and false matches. We can observe that most of correct matches are separated from false matches after using the local and the global matching quality criteria. In addition, Fig. 4 shows the matching difficulty from another perspective. The further distance between two peaks and the higher peak of false matches indicate that the initial matching method is more likely to produce mismatch, especially in graffiti and wall (viewpoint sequences) which are well known as the difficult matching cases.
E. SELECTION OF TARGET MATCHES
The curve of the global matching quality (see Fig.4 ) shows that it is feasible to utilize single threshold for identifying the correct matches. Therefore, comparing the value of the quality can be estimate matching likelihood, and the result is expressed by:
where T Q is the desired threshold which divides the matches into true set T and false set F. Through computing the global matching quality of feature groups, we retain the pairwise matches that meeting the geometric constraint. The extraction procedure of target matches is shown in Fig. 5 .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Using OpenCV2.4.8, the proposed approach DNF is implemented on a PC platform with Intel Xeon E3-1230 v3@3.30G CPU and 8Gb RAM. The following experiments are carried out with this configuration. 
F-measure: F-measure is also called F-score, which combines precision and recall assessments to measure the harmonic average [31] . It is calculated as:
To verify the correct matches, we use the criterion proposed by Mikolajczyk [34] . The homography matrix is employed to VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 4. The frequency distribution of matches quantity under the global matching quality criterion. The curve of all matches is bimodal and the correct and false matches occupy a peak of curve respectively. 87566 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Workflow of filtering valid matches using global matching quality. Two input images (image A is the reference image and B is the target image) are on the left. Black dots are the features of reference matches, the features of candidate matches in red. One red dot with black dots constructs a topological structure that displays spatial distribution of features. Thus, global matching quality is computed by comparing distribution information.
describe the projective transformation between two images. We map the feature points detected on a target image to the reference image using the matrix. The match is considered false if the error between the feature point and projective position exceeds 4 pixels. After selection of target matches, two matching sets are defined as T and F. The matching set T contains the positives, and F is the set of negatives. With homography matrix, we can identify which match is true positive or false negative in the matching sets.
B. EVALUATION ON THE VGG DATASET
The VGG dataset [38] contains 8 sequences of 6 images, and the ground truth of each image pair was provided. In this dataset, the robustness of the matching performance can be assessed under several disturbing conditions including rotation, scale, viewpoint, illumination, focal length change and JPEG compression.
For the evaluation protocol, the final matches are verified with ground truth homography matrix, which confirms the number of correct matches. The initial matches are computed by SIFT. We compare DNF against ratio test (τ = 0.7) and LRC (Left-Right Consistency). The relevant precision, recall and F-measure are shown in Fig. 6 .
In most cases, DNF remarkably dominates matching methods under different metrics, especially in graffiti or wall groups with large viewpoint change. The average performance is listed in Table 1 . DNF maintains robust under different disturbing conditions with the precision above 94% and the recall rate higher than 91%. LRC possesses high recall and relatively low precision, while ratio test performs the opposite way. Both of them deliver acceptable results with some image deformation, but poor performance under viewpoint change. When matching Img1 with other images in graffiti or wall sequence, the F-measure of LRC and ratio test stay at low level and many correct matches are rejected. Fig. 7 shows the matching results (graffiti 1-5) of SIFT with different judging strategies. DNF exhibits a good registration result while ratio test obtains notable mismatches, and LRC performs significantly worse than the others with numerous mismatches.
Due to the more disruptive effect caused by the viewpoint change, the patch descriptor is seriously degraded, resulting in the decreasing difference between the correct matches and mismatches. Similar to ratio test and LRC, merely comparison of individual match failed to discriminate well in a large matching set. Our approach constructs links with multiple matches. Failure of partial matches shows little effect on matching result, which achieves combination of feature matching and 3D viewpoint invariance in an effective and stable manner,
C. EVALUATION ON THE HPATCHES DATASET
HPatches dataset [33] is introduced for further evaluation and shown in Fig. 8 . This dataset is similar with the VGG, but it is much larger and is only divided into viewpoint change sequences and illumination change sequences. With larger dataset, the over-fitting phenomenon can be alleviated so as to obtain comprehensive understanding about the performance of the proposed approach.
The main focus is the robustness of DNF under different degree of viewpoint change. Only the viewpoint change sequences of HPatches dataset are adopted in the following experiments, which contain 354 images in 59 different scenarios.
ASIFT [34] is a viable solution to wide-baseline problem, which can tolerate moderate camera view change. In this experiment, SIFT [5] and ASIFT serve as means of obtaining candidate matches and they were combined with RANSAC or DNF to eliminate outliers. RANSAC [29] is a common method for obtaining all-inlier subset. Based on predefined assumption, it estimates the optimal mathematical model by iterative calculation. Fig. 9 shows the variation of performance with the change of viewpoint. It demonstrates the degree of the variability or dispersion in precision and recall. The performance of D-Nets is also provided as a reference. The median of precision and recall as well as percentiles from 25th to 75th are displayed in the box plot. The ends of whisker represent the 10th percentile and the 90th percentile. The combinations with DNF show lower deviation from median (smaller boxes and shorter tails), indicating the competitiveness of the proposed method in consistency. Illustrated by the example of SIFT, the precision range of proposed technique is less than 15.2% and that of RANSAC is 75.1%. With respect to recall rate, the former range is 19.6% whereas the latter is 93.3%. When matching feature points across two views with large angular difference, most methods are affected by the deformation and consequently the performance decline dramatically, except for SIFT-DNF and ASIFT-DNF. Our method provides a general mismatch removal technique for feature matching. It will be affected by initial matching results obtained from preliminary feature matching method. In Fig. 9 , the candidate matches are from two different sources. One is SIFT, the other is ASIFT. It shows that the performance of ASIFT-DNF is better than SIFT-DNF. The reason is that ASIFT is a more accurate method and its matching set contains higher proportion of correct matches. Meanwhile, D-Nets also performs well in recall, because the invariance of graphs to geometric transformation ensures that the graph matching is more robust than the patch-based feature matching. Fig. 10 shows the comparison results between SIFT-DNF and SIFT-RANSAC in the same scene. Our method retains more correct matches and less false matches than RANSAC.
In practice, D-Nets is effective but not efficient. Table 2 presents the elapsed time of the whole matching process, and the result is computed based on the same number of keypoints for fair comparison. The computation time of DNF is related to the quantity of reference matches, and this value is set to 200 in the test. The computation time of improved method combining DNF is still comparable to the original and obviously lower than D-Nets.
Based on the analysis of all results, the variation of performance with the proportion of correct match is shown in Fig. 11 . Inlier ratio represents the proportion of correct matches in candidate matches. Severe image distortion resulted in the increase of mismatches. RANSAC is sensitive to outliers. Its performance declines when the matching set contains a large number of false matches. Our method varies slightly with low inlier ratio, indicating the resistance to the negative effect of high proportion of mismatches. It still possesses precision and recall above 80% in the case of low inlier ratio (less than 10%). Unlike mathematical fitting method, DNF captures informative image content in a large scale for precise mismatch removal. Generally, our method ensures reliable matching of planar scenes over a large rotation in depth.
D. EVALUATION ON THE 3D OBJECTS
In above matching performance evaluation, the datasets are planar scenes. While 3D object matching is an important but challenging technology for practical 3D stereo vision applications such as robot handling and grasping, 3D reconstruction, visual SLAM, etc. To further test our approach on 3D object matching, experiments are carried out on the 3D objects selected from the Turntable Dataset [35] . The turntable dataset consists of 100 common objects sequences. The selected image pairs contain textured objects, irregular objects and piecewise flat objects, including carton, fire extinguisher, potato chips, rooster, toothpaste, and volleyball. They are shown in Fig. 12 . In this dataset, not only viewpoint transformation, but also light change and blur are added.
The view photographed by the bottom camera at 0 • is taken as the reference view and the top camera captures the auxiliary view. With a step of five degrees from 0-50 • , every test view is photographed as the image matched against the reference view. Taking the potato chips group for example, the test views are shown in Fig. 13 . Due to triplets of calibrated views, we can construct epipolar constraints and then establish the ground truth following the evaluation protocol as described by Moreels [35] . For an image pair, two matching features possess the same corresponding feature on the auxiliary image, which can be considered as a correct match. The accuracy of the matching result is estimated as below:
number of inliers number of total matches (15) As same as the evaluation on the HPatches dataset, we compute initial matches with SIFT and ASIFT. Fig. 14 shows the accuracy with out-of-plane rotation for different objects. SIFT-DNF and ASIFT-DNF are more accurate than VOLUME 7, 2019 the original one. Getting benefit from DNF, the performance of SIFT is comparable to that of ASIFT, but it is inferior to that of ASIFT-DNF. This is because more correct matches are provided within initial matches from ASIFT. It seems that there are obvious fluctuations in the curves of DNF. In our method, the network constructed by different features is a topological structure with a large coverage, and is tolerant of large viewpoint change. However, extreme viewpoint change, significant self-occlusion and excessive glare might destroy most of features in the topological structure, which exerts negative effect on our method and causes it to exceed the fault tolerance. For 3D objects, the proposed method outperforms the original algorithm, and reinforces the performance under large viewpoint change. It is beneficial to the applications in need of a great quantity of accurate matches, such as pose estimation and multi-view stereo.
V. CONCLUSION
We propose a matching quality evaluation method combining local and global information to determine similarity of features, and extend it to mismatch removing. In accordance with the local matching quality, reliable matches are selected from the initial matching set as the basic elements of the topology network. Because of the steady topological relationship constructed by the selected matches and the remaining matches, the mismatch is effectively rejected by comparing the global matching quality. On the basis of the existing algorithm, our method can extract the high-quality matches with low error rate, which enables the algorithm to achieve more robust matching result under strong transformation. The enhanced performance is demonstrated in both planar scenes and 3D objects. Planar scenes can be matched reliably under different conditions, even with a large rotation in depth. On 3D objects dataset, DNF realizes a more accurate matching result within 50 degrees of viewpoint change. Unlike RANSAC and other common methods for rejecting false matches, DNF preserves as many correct matches as possible even under the circumstances with small quantity of inliers and low inlier ratio. This approach combines the advantages of both patch-based and graph-based method. An effective strategy is provided for mismatch removal so as to solve wide-baseline problem with commonly used methods. 
